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Complaints Policy and Procedure 
 

PURPOSE 

 

All schools are required by law to have a complaints policy.  This policy should help resolve 

problems and provide a means for issues of concern to be raised and subsequently addressed.  

All complainants will be treated respectfully during and after the course of any complaints 

investigation and will receive a written response to their complaint, unless appropriate and 

reasonable measures have been put in place as a result of the ‘Persistent and/or Vexatious 

Complainants’ policy set out below. 

 

EXPRESSING CONCERNS (Stage 1) 

There are inevitably issues that arise that, if dealt with promptly and in a considerate manner, will 

avoid the need for a formal complaint.  Any problem or concern should be raised promptly with 

the class teacher or member of staff responsible for the area you are concerned about.  If your 

concern is more serious you may prefer to make an appointment to discuss it with the 

Headteacher or a member of the school’s leadership team.  All staff will make every effort to 

resolve your problem promptly at this informal stage.  

The senior staff best placed to resolve problems are: 

 Heads of Year 

 Heads of Sixth Form 

 Heads of Department 

 Assistant Headteachers 

 School Support Services Managers 

 

FORMAL COMPLAINTS 

 

Formal procedures will be invoked when initial attempts to resolve the issue are unsuccessful and 

the person raising the concern remains dissatisfied and wishes to take the matter further.  All 

details of a complaint will be kept confidential except in so far as they need to be shared with 

people who might contribute to their resolution.  The complaint will be dealt with in line with the 

school’s complaints procedure. 

 

In most cases it will be your choice as to whether to mount a formal complaint, but the school 

reserves the right to utilise the formal complaint procedures where the school feels that ‘informal’ 

methods of resolving concerns have been exhausted but a complainant clearly remains 

dissatisfied. 

 

It should be noted that some outcomes of a complaint may lead to action being initiated under 

other formal procedures, such as safeguarding or disciplinary matters.  Where this is the case you 

will be advised and informed of the procedures that are to be followed.  It should be noted, 

however, that the school will not necessarily be able to provide you with the details of the 

outcome of those procedures for data protection reasons or otherwise, depending on the 

circumstances. 

 

If a formal complaint is made to the school you will be provided with a copy of this complaints 

policy.  It is not a requirement that a formal complaint is made in writing, but the school will need 

to be clear what the complaint is about, and may therefore request clarification from you before 

investigating the complaint. 



 

 

Please be aware that the school reserves the right not to review a complaint made by a 

complainant that has not been brought to the attention of the school within 8 weeks of the 

alleged incident occurring.  However, the school will consider any complaint outside of that 

timescale in certain circumstances. 

 

STAGE 2 (Headteacher or Chair of the Local Governing Body) 

 

It may be that the Headteacher has not been aware of the concern raised prior to this point.  At 

this stage the Headteacher will seek to investigate your concerns, as well as attempting to resolve 

the matter to the satisfaction of all concerned. This may involve having a discussion/meeting with 

you.   

 

If the complaint is about the Headteacher it will be considered by the Chair of the Local Governing 

Body (“the Chair”) at this stage.  The Chair will seek to resolve the matter through discussion with 

the Headteacher and you.  In doing so and, if considered appropriate, the Chair may wish to meet 

with you in person.  

 

The school will endeavour to respond, in writing to a Stage 2 complaint within 10 working days 

after receiving the complaint.  

 

STAGE 3 (Local Governing Body Complaints Committee)     

    

If a complaint has been referred to a local governing body complaints committee (“the Panel”) 

then the Panel will arrange to meet to consider the complaint.  The Panel will endeavour to 

provide you with a written response within 5 working days after the meeting. 

 

Membership of the Panel will do their best to ensure that there is a cross-section of the different 

categories of governor to ensure impartiality.  The Headteacher and Chair of the Local Governing 

Body will not be members of this panel, which will elect its own chair, although one or both may 

be present at the meeting held to consider the complaint.   

 

You will be given the opportunity to attend the complaints meeting to make representations in 

person, and you will have the right to bring a friend/family member or other supporter.  The Panel 

will therefore meet at a time and a venue convenient to all parties.  If you decide not to attend the 

complaints meeting, it may be held in your absence.  

 

The Panel may request the services of a Clerk. 

 

LOCAL GOVERNING BODY COMPLAINTS COMMITTEE (the Panel) – Procedure 

 

The Panel will want to ensure that the nature of the complaint is understood and, where possible, 

will seek to establish from you what actions you feel might resolve the problem.  In helping to 

reach a conclusion, the Panel will seek to identify possible sources of information and advice to 

help collate the necessary evidence. 

 

As indicated above, you will be given the opportunity to attend the complaints meeting and will 

have the right to bring a friend/family member or other supporter.  In normal circumstances the 

Headteacher and/or Chair of the Local Governing Body may also attend the meeting, but will not 

take any part in the decision-making process.  A typical complaints meeting may adopt the 

following structure: 

 

 The meeting will be as informal as possible. 

 

 Witnesses may be required to attend but only for the part of the meeting in which they give 

their evidence.  

 

 After introductions, you will be invited to explain your complaint, and you will be followed 

by your witnesses (if any).  



 

 

 The Headteacher / Chair of LGB may ask questions of both you and your witnesses after 

each has spoken. 

 

 The Headteacher / Chair of LGB will then be invited to explain the school’s actions and will 

be followed by the school’s witnesses.  

 

 You may ask questions of both the Headteacher / Chair of LGB and the witnesses after each 

has spoken. 

 

 The Panel may ask questions at any point.  

 

 You will then be invited to sum up your complaint. 

 

 The Headteacher / Chair of LGB will be invited to sum up the school’s actions and response 

to the complaint. 

 

 The panel chair will explain that both parties will hear from the Panel in writing within a set 

time scale. 

 

 Both parties leave together while the panel remains to decide on the issues and reach a 

conclusion. 

 

       

The above procedures for the complaints meeting may vary with the approval of all parties, for 

example you may wish to meet the Panel without the Headteacher being present.  Where this is 

the case you should be aware that it will still be necessary for the Panel to meet with the 

Headteacher as part of the process.   

  

OUTCOMES OF INVESTIGATIONS 

 

Whether the complaint has been investigated by the Headteacher, Chair of the LGB or a 

complaints committee, a written response will be sent to you outlining the outcome of the 

investigation, detailing how the conclusion has been reached, and enclose a copy of the minutes.  

The letter will also tell you where to next take the complaint, if you are not satisfied with the 

response provided. 

 

The Complaints Committee may reach the following conclusions: 

 

 dismiss the complaint in whole or in part; 

 uphold the complaint in whole or in part; 

 decide on the appropriate action to be taken to resolve the complaint; 

 recommend changes to the school’s systems or procedures to ensure that problems of a 

similar nature do not recur 

 

The aim of the investigation or review will always be to resolve the complaint and achieve 

reconciliation between you and the school.  Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that sometimes you 

may not be satisfied with the outcome if matters are not found in your favour.  

 

PERSISTENT OR VEXATIOUS COMPLAINTS 

 

You may remain dissatisfied despite all the procedures having been followed and reasonable 

responses being provided.  It may be the case that it is not possible to resolve all your concerns 

and meet all your wishes. Sometimes it is preferable to ‘agree to disagree’ and move on. 

 

If you do continue to make representations to the school on the same issues, the Local Governing 

Body reserves the right to inform you, in writing, that the appropriate procedures have all been 

followed, that all reasonable actions have been taken to try to resolve the issue and that the 



 

matter is now closed. Should you then write to the school again on the same issue(s), there is no 

obligation on the school to respond to you in that case.  

 

Correspondence received from any complainant subsequent to closure will be kept on file, 

indefinitely, as will notes of telephone calls and any further personal calls referring to the matter.  

 

 

THE ROLE OF THE TRUST BOARD  

 

There is not a general right of appeal against the decision of the Local Governing Body. However, 

if parents feel that proper procedures were not followed or reasonable consideration given to the 

complaint, they can raise the matter with the Trust Board.  

 

A letter should be sent to the Chief Executive Officer explaining:  

 what your complaint to the LGB was  

 the response made to it  

 why the complainant thinks that the LGB members have not followed a proper procedure in 

considering the complaint  

 why the complainant thinks that the LGB members consideration of it was unreasonable  

 

The Chief Executive Officer will investigate the complaint on behalf of the Trust Board.  
 
 

THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EDUCATION (the Department for Education) 

 

If you remain dissatisfied and feel that the school has not followed the appropriate procedure, any 

relevant policies, or has failed to discharge a statutory duty, you may wish to refer your complaint 

to Department for Education at the address below:- 

 

Ministerial and Public Communications Division  

Department for Education  

Piccadilly Gate  

Store Street  

Manchester  

M1 2WD  

 

Please note that they will not re-investigate the substance of the complaint as this remains the 

responsibility of the school, but if legislative or policy breaches are found, they will report them to 

the school and, if necessary require the school to take remedial action. 

 

 

 

  


